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SUMMARY
THE VALLEY OF MIRRORS is a wonderful contemporary tale: a wonder tale. A phantasmagorical, pop
wizz and psychedelic dance that will appeal to both children and adults alike. Two unique performers
simultaneously bring to life a multitude of characters. Endowed with supernatural powers, devoid of morals
- and slightly clumsy - within their multi-coloured universe they reveal surprises, absurdity and magic.
Everything is metamorphosis. Everything is happening. Everything is possible.
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INFORMATIONS
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Sun 10 March 11.00 & 14.00
Entry fee: CHF 13.Reservations:
Maison de Quartier de Chailly
+41 79 454 07 24
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GENESIS OF THE PROJECT
Following on from her creation SUGUNGGA for the Petit Théâtre de Lausanne in April 2016, and the
success of its subsequent tour in Canton (China), Seoul (Korea) and within Switzerland at Monthey, Vevey,
Plan-les-Ouates, Neuchâtel, Winterthur, Sierre and Bussigny, YoungSoon Cho Jaquet wishes to devise a
new project that will appeal to an age range of children from 4 years old... to adults.
The idea for THE VALLEY OF MIRRORS emerged during the company’s recent 2017 creation,
DOKKAEBI, which was presented at the l’Octogone theatre in Pully, Switzerland and in Singapore as part
of the Xposition 'O' Contemporary Dance Festival. This performance for 4 male dancers sets out to imagine
and translate the solo dance of a fictive invisible dancer. This illusory protagonist was inspired by the
mythological Korean prankster of the title, the dokkaebi, a bewitching goblin-like character gifted with the
power to disappear. The resulting performance generates surprise, illusion, magic and wonderment.
The performing and technical team worked closely together to combine the improvisation in movement and
voice and the manipulation of simple shapes along with a significant attention to the inclusion of the
element of lighting, for the projection of shadows and illuminated colour. The combination of the dancers'
proposals plus the lighting and accompanying sound score work together to evoke a pop aesthetic of fun
and jest on the verge of absurd. As a direct result of the positive feedback that came from not only adults
but also children who came to experience DOKKAEBI, there is now the desire to reunite the same team of
collaborators to create THE VALLEY OF MIRRORS, inspired by the same artistic content but with a
particular target of a young audience.

DOKKAEBI © Ilka Kramer
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STATEMENT OF INTENT
THE VALLEY OF MIRRORS, A PERFORMANCE FOR ALL AGES
In the company's most recent creation DOKKAEBI, a hypnotic sequence that became dubbed the “human
disco ball” by the team was developed through mesmerically combining exaggerated duration of movement
within the light and sound environment. The scene consists of one of the performers spinning on the spot
for around 10 minutes beneath a gradual zenith spotlight, holding in each hand a photographic light
reflector. The resulting image, a curious aesthetic somewhere between pop, psychedelia or disco, typified
the wonder that emerged from this performance. The new creation THE VALLEY OF MIRRORS will aim to
tap into these tonalities and to push them still further.
A WONDERFUL CONTEMPORARY TALE : A WONDER TALE
Unlike the more commonly heard of fairytale, a wonder tale has a wider, broader meaning. The folklorist
and scholar Stith Thompson defines a wonder tale as “a tale of some length involving a succession of
motifs or episodes. It moves in an unreal world without definite locality or definite creatures and is filled with
the marvellous. In this never-never land the characters and motifs of tales are simple and archetypal, and
include magical helpers, often talking horses, or wild animals, or birds.”
As a category or genre, wonderment suggests astonishment, magic and timelessness. Phantasmagoric, it
escapes historical reality and geographical reference, and transcends logic, law and moral rules. Within it,
objects and elements can obtain supernatural powers, and characters can appear and disappear at will, or
be disembodied. Space and time are undetermined. Wonderfully, anything is seemingly possible.
The dramaturgy of wonder tales often follows a quest of initiation or rite of passage. The actions of their
characters tend to relate to the extraordinary, the excessive and the irrational, yet are presented and lived
by them in a manner commonplace and self-evident. This situation provides the way for creating majestic
scenarios that invariably finish in fiasco. But whilst characters are willingly failed in their tests, rather than
their setbacks becoming the subject of value judgement, these hazards are used to generate humour and
amusement.
The wonder tale does not propose a moral or lesson. True to the nature of the metaphor of the human
disco ball, this project wants to leave open any interpretations of the performance to be multiple and
variegated. Ambiguity as well as variety of possible readings of the presented material are to be essential;
all the more so for a performance which anticipates children as a core of its audience, who bring with them
their wonderful imaginations.

DOKKAEBI © Ilka Kramer
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CHOREOGRAPHIC MATERIAL : MOSAIC, HALLUCINATION AND ILLUSION
For this project, we did not want to directly reference an existing wonder tale nor fairytale, nor a known
mythological or fictional figure. Nor we look to develop a narrative in the traditional sense. Instead we
construct an original mosaic of danced situations, short scenes, and dreamlike poetic and hallucinatory
images. Within the creation period the choreographic material is made on stage through a work of directed
improvisation. The dramaturgy and overall rhythm, sound score and lighting are all conceived
simultaneously, each responding to and feeding off the other as a type of choral improvisation.
As is accepted in wonder tales, characters are fallible, wacky and simple, and placed in oddly unlikely
situations, without a Manichaean viewpoint. The characters that we design, be they interpreted, invisible or
abstract, are allowed to act in a manner sometimes fantastic, acrobatic and miraculous; sometimes in a
way absurd and clumsy. Voice is consciously integrated within the performance through use of
onomatopoeia, exclamation, breath, hisses, etc., allowing for the development of a suitably disjointed,
expressive, sometimes intelligible universal vocal language for the characters. The dancers interpreting
these roles are able to draw on and interact with this defined ambiguity within the process of establishing a
choreographic through-line.
For this specific form of work, the appropriate casting of the interpreters is paramount. The two dancers
chosen have been selected for their distinctly individual yet complimentary qualities and skills. Marc
Oosterhoff, besides being an exceptional dancer trained at Lausanne’s Manufacture conservatoire, is also
a contemporary acrobat. Whilst dancer Mike Winter, an alumnus of Trinity Laban London, is reputed for an
absurd and nuanced command of British humour and comedic acting.

Rehearsals © YoungSoon Cho Jaquet
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The extreme simplicity of the scenography works to promote the explored qualities of invisibility and
reduction, by highlighting and intensifying emptiness and voids. It serves to develop a setting of the
effervescent spaces that can exist “between”; a notion explored in LES ANIMAUX (2014) and DOKKAEBI
(2017). Within these magically charged spaces the interpreters search to master or escape them,
generating constant surprise and creating a playful and surreal dream.
SCENOGRAPHY, LIGHTING AND SOUNDSCAPE
The scenography is primarily developed through the lighting design, using virtually imperceptible variations
of colour to create and sculpt an appropriately richly kitsch atmosphere for the performing space. Illusions
evolve from the play of shadows and reflections and the appearances and disappearances they generate,
giving light to the hollows that normally exist invisibly.
The projected shadows of the interpreters or objects on stage permit for generating the multiplication and
decomposing of light in a vast spectrum of colours. Shapes and forms suddenly appear disproportionally
large, abstract, scary or reassuring. Bodies, like screens, are moulded and distorted; faces are rendered
unrecognisable with masks of light. Any stage accessories chosen to be used act not only as magical
objects in their own right, but feature equally to partner the lighting, functioning as mirrors, screens,
projected shapes and deformations. These objects are capable of metamorphosing their functions to
deviate and transgress. Whilst the costume design focuses on conceiving attire in such a way as to
promote and maximise the illusion of transforming clothing by light.
An original sound score is created in conjunction with the rehearsals. Experimental, it participates to
elaborate a universe of pop and wonderment. Sound layers, crescendoes of intensity, rhythm and
frequency, the source and nature of unidentifiable sounds contribute to define the space and evolve the
actions and the images occurring within it.

© Sabine Zaalene
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APROPOS THE WORK OF YOUNGSOON CHO JAQUET
Perhaps it’s that, the signature of YoungSoon Cho Jaquet: projecting the familiar into a supernatural
dimension.
Marie-Pierre Genecand, Le Temps
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet uses the language of dance, even
the most formal and minimal, to suggest a vast poetic
universe. She sets out to lead the audience to somewhere
they imagine they might know, before inventively bypassing
expectations to conjure intriguingly open and undecidable
questions about what they experience.

Tac.Tac 2015	
  

	
  
Sharing
For YoungSoon Cho Jaquet, choreographic practice is above
all else scenic. For her this means that it is not enough to
simply present images, but that she must also take into
conscious account her relationship to the audience. But rather
than follow the often recognised manner of bringing the
spectator into an uncomfortable situation of forced interaction,
her approach is simply to benefit from an audience’s mass
presence to use it as an element of her work. So much more
than being about interaction, her work is about integration.

Preparations

Whisky Gorilla 2008	
  

	
  

What might generally be considered as simply events being undertaken
as part of preparing towards a performance, in YoungSoon Cho
Jaquet’s universe the act of such preparations can become an integral
element of her work. So just as in DRY FISH the act of the dancer
dressing her body in dried fish, or of the dancer meticulously cleaning
her blanket in WHISKY GORILLA, these initial casual preparations will
have been identified and developed to become original and integrated
choreography.

Dry Fish 2007
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Origins and memory
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet does not seek to portray in her work her personal
experience of being a Korean living in Switzerland, nor does she aim to
convey the folkloric peculiarities of her culture. But part of living and
witnessing a culture shock at first hand made her curious to search how to
develop a way to bring spectators to confront for themselves their relation
to their own memory and culture. She makes it possible to question our
own beliefs in a culture, and our individual rapport to memories and the
past, by addressing otherness and strangeness through the construct of
an atmosphere of sharing.

C-(K)Gut 2003 	
  

	
  
A question of perception
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet also seeks to explore how our view of an object,
a person or a situation varies accordingly, and how to find the scenic
poetry corresponding to this transformation. By what mechanisms can the
spectator's apprehension and appreciation of an object, a body or a
movement evolve or change abruptly? What particular reactions are
caused by such change and what types of emotions are conveyed?
Surprise, amusement, disappointment, confusion, enlightenment,
appeasement..?

Champignons 2009	
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CIE NUNA
The Nuna Company was founded in 2003 in Lausanne by the Swiss-Korean choreographer YoungSoon
Cho Jaquet. She has created a catalogue of 18 choreographies, performances and children’s shows to her
credit.
In 2011, the company was awarded a 3-year “Contract of Trust” with the Swiss county of Vaud. In the same
year, choreographer YoungSoon Cho Jaquet won the Vaudoise Foundation for Culture's "La Relève" prize
and the "Régionyon" prize for cultural mediation.
A number of Nuna’s productions have been presented in the Swiss Contemporary Dance Days:
CHAMPIGNONS in 2011 (which was also programmed in the 2012 Tokyo Dance Trienalle) and LES
ANIMAUX in 2014, a choreography for 22 dancers (including 14 amateurs).
Recent creations include TAC.TAC. (2015) that has currently toured to 3 theatres in Swiss Romand, to
Germany’s Erlangen Internationales Figurentheater Festival, and Korea’s Seoul International Dance
Festival. HEIDI (2015) an outdoor performance created initially for Switzerland’s Fête de la Danse, has
been presented in Neuchâtel, Yverdon-les-Bains, Baden, Lugano, Lausanne, Charmey, and in Sejong City,
Korea. SUGUNGGA (2016), a performance for children co- produced by the Petit Théâtre de Lausanne,
has since toured in Switzerland to Monthey, Vevey, Plan-les-Ouates, Neuchâtel, Winterthur, Sierre,
Renens, along with Erlangen, and Guangzhou, China and Seoul, Korea. The company’s most recent
productions are UL+RA (2016), created in collaboration with the sculptor Céline Masson and co-produced
by Lausanne’s Arsenic theatre; and in 2017 DOKKAEBI, produced in collaboration with the Odyssey Dance
Theatre in Singapore.
CHOREOGRAPHIC PIECES
DOKKAEBI | piece for 4 interpreters | L’Octogone Pully | 29-30 September 2017
• Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary Dance Festival | Singapore | 9 November 2017
UL+RA | duo | dance and visual arts | Arsenic Lausanne | 23-30 November 2016
• Fête de la Danse | Equilibre, Fribourg | 6 May 2017
• Bildmuseet, Umea, Sweden | 26-28 October 2018
• Norrlandsoperan, Umea, Sweden | 16-17 November 2018
• Hallen, Sorsele, Sweden | 20 November 2018
• Nordana Hallen, Skellefteå, Sweden | 23-24 November 2018
SUGUNGGA | trio | piece for all audiences | Le Petit Théâtre de Lausanne | 12-24 April 2016
• La Bavette Monthey, 28-30 April 2016
• L’Oriental Vevey, 14 May 2016
• Maison des arts et de la culture La Julienne Plan-les-Ouates, 18-19 May 2016
• Guangzhou Arts Festival Canton Chine, 25-28 September 2016
• Seoul International Dance Festival, Korea, 3 November 2016
• CCN-Théâtre Le Pommier Neuchâtel, 29-30 October 2016
• Tanz in Winterthur, 20 November 2016
• THL Sierre, 25-29 April 2016
HEIDI | trio | Fête de la Danse 2015, Neuchâtel | 8 May 2015
• Yverdon-les-Bains, 8 May 2015
• Baden, 9 May 2015
• Lugano, 10 May 2015
• Lausanne, manifestations culturelles de la BCU, 19 September 2015
• Sejong International Dance Festival, Sejong City, Korea, 4 November 2016
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•

La Plage des Six Pompes, La Chaux-de-Fonds, 2-3 August 2017

TAC.TAC. | solo | Arsenic, Lausanne | 27 novembre – 4 December 2014
• Théâtre de l’Usine, Genève, 15-17 January 2015
• Le Pommier, Neuchâtel, 4 March 2015
• L’Echandole, Yverdon-Les-Bains, 18 March 2015
• Internationales Figurentheater Festival, Erlangen, Germany, 15 May 2015
LES ANIMAUX | piece for 22 interpreters (14 amateurs) Arsenic, Lausanne | 5-9 March 2014
• Swiss Contemporary Dance Days, Gessnerallee, Zürich | 20 February 2015
HIT ME HARD | piece for 4 interpreters | Festival de La Cité, Lausanne | 9-14 July 2013
• Fête de la Danse, Genève | 4-5 May 2014
• Skorohod Swiss Weeks, St. Petersbourg, Russia, 23 September 2014
• Tanzmesse Düsseldorf, Germany, Swiss Focus, 2 September 2016
HIC | piece for 5 interpreters | Arsenic, Lausanne | 22-25 & 29 may – 1 June 2012
• La Bâtie - Festival de Genève | 10-15 September 2012
ROMANESCO | piece for 4 interpreters | far°, Nyon | 11-12 August 2010
• Arsenic, Lausanne, 25-30 January 2011
• Kaserne Basel, 5-6 February 2011
• Le Pommier, Neuchâtel, 11-12 March 2011
• ADC, Genève, 23-27 March 2011
• Südpol, Lucerne, 13-14 May 2011
• Faubourg St-Georges, Patchwork Festival, Delémont, 25 January 2012
CHAMPIGNONS | piece for 3 performers | far°, Nyon | 12-13 Augut 2009
• Arsenic, Lausanne, 3-8 November 2009
• Kaserne, Basel, 29-30 January 2010
• Swiss Contemporary Dance Days, Schlachthaus Berne, 3-4 March 2011
• Spiral Hall Tokyo, Dance Triennale 2012, 1-2 October 2012
• Hiver de Danse, ADN, Neuchâtel, 9-10 March 2013
WHISKY GORILLA | solo | Arsenic, Lausanne | 11-16 March 2008
• far° festival des arts vivants à Nyon, 16-17 August 2008
• Swiss Contemporary Dance Days, Spazio Officina Chiasso, 23 January 2009
• Théâtre du Moulin neuf, Aigle, 7 February 2009
DRY FISH | solo | Arsenic, Lausanne | 16 February 2007
• eBent Festival, Barcelone, 16 November 2007
• Contenedores 09, International festival of action arts, Séville, 21 February 2009
• Visions du réel, Nyon, 29 April 2009
• PPP Festival Berne, 14 June 2009
• Perform now! Winterthur, 14 November 2009
• Centre Culturel Suisse de Paris, carte blanche au festival far°, 10 June 2011
• TokyoNoise Festival, Zürich, 19 September 2015
• Rum för performance Festival, Bildmuseet, Umeå, 8 September 2018
C-(K)GUT | solo | Arsenic, Lausanne, Festival Les Urbaines | 5-6 December 2003
NUNA | solo | Théâtre de l’Usine, Genève | 5-8 june 2003 ; Arsenic, Lausanne | 31 January-1 February 2004
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PERFORMANCE FOR YOUNG AUDIENCES
CACHE FANTÔME | solo for young audiences | La Bavette au p’tit théâtre de la Vièze, Monthey | 1 May 2010
• Le Pommier, Neuchâtel | 9 March 2011
• La Bâtie Festival de Genève | 10-11 September 2011
• CPO – Centre Pluriculturel d’Ouchy, Lausanne | 14 December 2011
• Festival Les Petites Oreilles, Moutier | 19 April 2012
• Salle St-Georges, Delémont | 29 April 2012
PERFORMANCES
HERE & THERE 2011 | solo with participation of the audience public | MIGMA PerformanzTage 2012, Luzern | 12
May 2012, Antigel Festival, Genève | 29-30 January 2013
ROPE 2011 | solo with participation of the audience | far° festival des arts vivants, Nyon | 14 August 2011,
"Lausanne une Capitale pour la danse", Place de la Louve, Lausanne | 28 January 2012, Fête de la Danse, Vevey |
5 May 2013, Rue Libre, Neuchâtel | 24 October 2015
PILZE 2009 | for 3 to 5 performers with participation of the audience | Festival Stromereien, Zürich | 29-30 July 2009;
Festival Plateaux, Mousonturm, Frankfurt | 22 April 2010; Espace Tilt, Renens | 23 October 2010; Perform Now!,
Winterthur | 2 October 2011; Festival Encuentro 321, Bilbao | 29 May 2013
CHALET 2009 | solo with participation of the audience | Festival Transit, Renens | 4 July 2009; Caroline fête son
chemin, Lancy | 19 September 2009; La Nuit des musées, Mudac, Lausanne | 26 September 2009; Place St. Martin,
Chavannes | 21 August 2010; Fête de la Danse, Vevey | 5 May 2013
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CONTACT
Cie Nuna
Rue de Genève 52
CH - 1004 Lausanne
Artistic direction
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet
youngsoon@cienuna.com
Technical direction
Joana Oliveira
joanacso@gmail.com
Production
Anne-Laure Sahy
info@cienuna.com + 41 (0) 76 349 95 99
www.cienuna.com

© Sabine Zaalene
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